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That's a good idea!" Yonas was very interested after what Joel said!

He finally understood what Joel meant. Joel wanted him to seize some of Leon's shares from Elegante!

As for whether or not Leon would agree, it was not up to Leon!

His thoughts were more or less the same as Joel's. He felt that Leon owed the Thompsons, and Leon relied on the Thompsons

to get to where he was!

If Leon wanted to continue within the southern region or use the Thompsons to stand up against the Southern Boss, then Leon

had to give him some of the shares!

Of course, if Leon did not know what was good for him, he would have Leon understand that Leon was nothing without the

protection of the Thompsons!

The Southern Boss would make short work of him! novelxo

"Mister Thompsons, I'll stop here. That's as much as I can help you with! What happens next is all up to you!"

Joel laughed when he saw that Yonas fell for it. He felt incredibly happy!

"Yes, Mister Hiltons. Your words have opened up my eyes! I don't know how to thank you!" Yonas said thankfully, not realizing

that he fell for Joel's trap at all!

"You're too kind! We're both friends here. I should be helping you," Joel said with a smile.

"Yes, you're right. We're both friends!" Yonas nodded. He started to see Joel as a fellow companion, and even felt sad that it took

them so long to become friends!

"Mister Thompson, I think Fifi isn't good with alcohol. She looked a bit drunk! Why don't you get a room at a hotel for her so she

can rest?" Joel changed the topics.

As he said that he pointed at Fiona, who looked incredibly red and dazed, shooting a look that every man knew at Yonas!

"Alright! Mister Hiltons, I'll be leaving now then!" Yonas was very happy.

He thought about how he would get closer to Fiona the whole time!

Yet, things lined up perfectly. Fiona was drunk so fast!

Even more amazing was that Joel created a chance for him, asking him to send Fiona to a hotel!

As long as he seized the chance, he would be able to get Fiona in his hands!

He was incredibly happy at that moment. He was even happier with Jjoel as a friend and dropped his guard in front of Joel

immediately.

After that, he helped the drunken Fiona up and left the place!

What he did not notice was the fact that, as he was leaving,

Fiona opened her eyes and shared a look with Joel!

Her eyes looked incredibly clear. She was not drunk at all!

The next morning, Iris, Cynthia, and the others headed to the office bright and early as usual.

As for Leon, he drove Chandler, who was not very mobile, over to the Scammells.

Since Chandler's leg injury was there for a long time, the injury was quite serious!

He tried to do some initial treatments forthem, but it was still not enough!

If he wanted to completely cure Chandler, he would need a Panax that was around two to three hundred years old, alongside

several valuable supporting ingredients, to completely cure the injuries in his leg!

He brought Chandler over to the Scammels to try to find the ingredients he needed before he tried to cure Chandler again!
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